A new research that
mapped 2000 Indian
recipes and 200
ingredients suggests
that what makes
Indian cuisines
so appealing and
popular worldwide is
the use of different
flavours and the
way they rub against
each other.
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Western Cuisines

W

HAT makes Indian food so
delicious and alluring? Indian
Chicken Tikka Masala created ripples in
the food world when it was heralded as
a true British national dish in 2001 by the
British Foreign Secretary himself!
Today, other Indian preparations
like Butter Chicken and even spicier
adaptations like Jalfrezi have joined the
league of popular take-away cuisines
in the United Kingdom, turning the
Indian food industry into a billion-pound
enterprise.
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In recent years, there has been a
surge of Indian street eateries and Five
Star restaurants across the globe including
Africa, China, and Mexico. Indian spices
have even become a mainstay in the
Michelin-starrer restaurants catering
to an international audience. Between
increasing demand for Chicken 65 and
dosas, Chennai has even made it to
National Geographic’s list of top 10 food
cities in the book The World’s Best Cities.
Is there a secret ingredient to Indian
food’s soaring popularity? The experts
serve the science behind it. But let us
first begin with an insight into Western
cuisines.
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Western cuisine relies on positive
flavour sharing as a basis for combining
food ingredients. The seemingly abrupt
food combinations like chocolate and
strawberry, wine and cheese are thought
to taste good due to a chemical overlap
between the flavour components of
each ingredient. This idea was first put
forward by chef Heston Bluementhol
and flavour chemist François Benzi, who
reasoned that a molecular mechanism
may be at play. Heston postulated that
white chocolate and caviar pair well due
to presence of trimethylamine – a flavour
chemical that is present in both the
ingredients.
This was also found to be true in case
of chocolate and blue cheese, which are
often combined together and share about
73 flavour compounds. Although their
claim remains disputed, years later, Yong-
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Yeol Ahn and his team from Harvard
analysed the flavour-sharing pattern
in cuisines from all over the world. The
study emerged from the idea that despite
a possibility of 1015 dishes from an odd
combination of available ingredients, only
about 106 dishes have been constructed so
far over several years. Such combinations
might therefore represent a conscious
flavour-sharing trend in the evolutionary
dietary habits of humankind.
In their study, Ahn and colleagues
analysed
the
flavour
compounds
associated with the ingredients of some
56,000 dishes from three online recipe
sites. Their data revealed an interesting
observation. It was found that North
American and western European recipes
do represent a flavour-sharing pattern,

Right: The figure depicts the different flavoursharing patterns in North American and East
Asian cuisines. The thickness of lines linking
two ingredients is representative of flavour
sharing between the two (greater the thickness,
greater the flavour sharing). Source: Ahn Y-Y,
Ahnert SE, Bagrow JP, Barabási A-L (2011),
Flavor network and the principles of food pairing.
Sci Rep 1:196. doi:10.1038/srep00196
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THERE IS NO
‘TONGUE MAP’
Contrary to what science textbooks
suggest, the tongue is not divided into
disƟnct zones for biƩer, sour, salty and
savoury tastes. That idea was postulated
by DP Hanig in 1901 that led to the
creaƟon of a “tongue map”.
In 1974, Virginia Collings, while reanalysing Hanig’s work discovered the
lack of funcƟonality of the taste map.
She postulated that specificity of tongue
regions for specific tastes is so small that
any taste can be perceived by any part
of the tongue zone. Recent research in
this regard has revealed the presence of
taste buds throughout the tongue. Each
taste bud houses 50-100 receptors for
each taste and does not conform to the
tongue map.

Indian Cuisines

The randomisation of spices or their omission from
analysis reduced the flavour-sharing bias more drastically
than any other category of ingredient. Although the study
reaffirms what we have known since
ages, that spices are, indeed, which means chefs in the West like to
make dishes with ingredients that have
the mainstay of all Indian
overlapping flavors.
But not all cuisines adhere to
dishes, this research also
the same rule. Many Asian cuisines
demonstrates their massive have been shown to belie the trend by
favoring dishes with ingredients that
contribution to anti-flavour
do not overlap in flavor. Indian food, in
sharing.
particular, is a powerful example.
Science Reporter, APRIL 2016
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In a study similar to Ahn’s group, a
team of Indian scientists from the Indian
Institute of Technology (IIT), Jodhpur
analysed over 2500 dishes from a famous
Indian recipe portal (tarladalal.com), with
respect to the chemistry of ingredients.
The study authors Anupam Jaina,
Rakhi N K, and Ganesh Bagler broke
each dish down to its ingredients, and
then compared how often and heavily
ingredients share flavor compounds.
In other words, they determined the
amount of flavour sharing between the
components of each dish. They did this
for each of the several thousand recipes,
which used a total of 200 ingredients.
And they found that Indian cuisine
tended to mix ingredients whose flavors
do not overlap at all. It means that two
ingredients added to the same dish will
have chemically distinct flavour elements.
Around 194 unique ingredients
were classified into 15 categories: Spice,
Vegetable, Fruit, Animal product,
Dairy, Plant, Plant product, Herb, Seed/
nut, Crop/cereal, Pulse, Flower, Meat,
Fish/seafood and Beverage. These
were all then run through multiple
software simulations. Each category was
randomized sequentially to assess its
contribution to flavours and anti-flavour
sharing.
The randomisation of spices or
their omission from analysis reduced
the flavour-sharing bias more drastically
than any other category of ingredient.
Although the study reaffirms what we
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INGREDIENTS CONTRIBUTING TO POSITIVE FLAVOUR SHARING AND NEGATIVE
FLAVOUR SHARING IN INDIAN CUISINES
Ingredients
contributing to
positive food
pairing

Z value

Frequency
of
occurrence

Ingredients
contributing to
negativefood
pairing

Z value

Frequency of
occurrence

Milk

0.336059

341

Cayenne

-0.13858

1179

Butter

0.314603

188

Green bell pepper

-0.13416

756

Bread

0.113016

106

Coriander

-0.07823

486

Rice

0.087081

256

Garam masala

-0.06694

372

Cottage cheese

0.073573

172

Tamarind

-0.05921

126

Corn

0.071018

84

Ginger garlic paste

-0.04756

166

Cheese

0.068223

21

Ginger

-0.04743

158

Lemon

0.046303

165

Clove

-0.04557

208

Grape

0.044927

18

Cinnamon

-0.04436

182

Cream

0.042721

179

Tomato

-0.04381

281

Honey

0.037645

28

Black pepper

-0.04037

275

Olive

0.037088

48

Cumin

-0.03335

705

Cocoa

0.036144

10

Asafoetida

-0.03201

561

Coconut

0.035244

158

Corriander cumin

-0.03032

87

Strawberry

0.030408

10

-0.02967

349

seeds powder
Curry leaf

Source: Jain A, N K R, Bagler G (2015), Analysis of Food Pairing in Regional Cuisines of India. PLoS ONE 10 (10):
e0139539. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0139539

have known since ages, that spices are,
indeed, the mainstay of all Indian dishes,
this research also demonstrates their
massive contribution to anti-flavour
sharing.
This translates to the fact that the
entire palette of brown Indian masalas is
responsible for the unique flavours that
gives Indian cuisine its inimitable quality.
Many are of the opinion that this may be
the reason for India’s rising popularity
with respect to its food, and then there is
this notion that just like complex melodies
played to perfection never go out of
style, so does the flavour associated with
complex food concoctions.

The Taste Mechanism
But there’s more to ‘how we taste food’
in general that has contributed to the
popularity of naan-wiches and chapatti
tacos all over the world. The taste science
gets weirder from here on.
Contrary to the general perception
that we taste through the tongue, about
80 percent of perceived flavour comes,
in fact, through smell. Precisely why you
can taste rose and acid just by smelling it
(without actually getting it in contact with

the taste receptors on the tongue). These
smell receptors are not only present in the
nose but also in the mouth. MRI scans of
the brain have revealed that stimulation
of these smell receptors lights up different
parts of the brain.
While a tongue can only distinguish
between five basic tastes – bitter, sweet,
salt, sour and Umami (fleshy savoury
flavour) – flavour is more complex and
involves multisensory integration. It is
truly revealed only when the information
from taste receptors is combined with the
smell of a compound.
This amalgamation of senses occurs
in a specialised chemosensory region
of the brain that constitutes a flavour
network, and helps in distinguishing the
taste of an apple from that of the onion.
The combination of several different
aromas offers the possibility of limitless
flavours. It is also this very flexibility
of several million possible aromatic
combinations that gives the Indian cuisine
its USP.
Indian cooking is renowned for
the use of spices and herbs. The active
components of spices – aromatic
compounds – yield distinct aromas
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While a
tongue
can only
distinguish
between
five basic
tastes –
bitter, sweet,
salt, sour
and Umami
(fleshy
savoury
flavour)
– flavour
is more
complex
and involves
multisensory
integration.

synonymous with Indian flavours. Quite
often these spices are fried in oil which
helps in diffusion of the smell in the
curries making them flavourful in the
process.
There is yet another chemical reaction
that influences the taste of food and may
have something to do with the myriad
flavour punches packed in Indian cuisine.
A process called the Maillard reaction
may underlie the process of bringing
out the culinary flavours associated with
India.
Chemically, it is the reaction that
causes browning of food in a process
whereby sugars are added to proteins.
Although Maillard reactions are often
responsible for food spoilage, when
this reaction is carried out at a precise
temperature – about 140 degrees – within
a limited amount of time, it results in
creation of unique flavour moieties that
are hard to mimic synthetically. Such
reactions are easily achieved by frying – a
process that is rampant in Indian cooking
and baking.
In this context, the use of clay ovens
of ancient India deserve special mention.
The central Asian tandoors were heavily
Science Reporter, APRIL 2016
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The figure represents the flavour-sharing pattern in Indian dishes. Source: Jain A, N K R, Bagler G (2015), Analysis of consumption
Food Pairing in Regional Cuisines of India. PLoS ONE 10(10): e0139539. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0139539
over the years.
INGREDIENT

used in northern India during the reign of
the Mughal dynasty and combined three
simultaneous processes – baking, grilling
and smoking – that churn out delicacies
with unmatched splendour bearing the
heavy earthy aroma.
There is yet another food processing
technique that lends oodles of flavour to
the cooked Indian meat. The method used
for tenderizing meat in India is vastly
different from its western counterparts.
The juicy tender barbecue that is typical
of the western nations relies on brine
treatment of meat. In India this is achieved
by using a marinade consisting of yogurt
and about 30 other flavour components
that may serve to increase the possibility
of Maillard reaction (although alkaline
conditions like those used in brine also
help speed up the Maillard reaction).
Science Reporter, APRIL 2016

Moving
slightly
away from the molecular
chemistry of flavour, there
appears to be a bizarre
evolutionary trend that
may be at the crux of
making Indian food more
palatable.
A
growing
rise of tolerance towards
chilli – an important
ingredient in Indian food
preparations – has been
noted. Chilli, instead of
activating taste receptors
stimulates pain receptors
which gives rise to
sweating and the sensation
of burning. An insight
into flavour perception of chilli has
revealed that its consumption aids in the
release of endorphins – the hormones
associated with stress reduction and
positive feeling: a factor that may have
contributed to the evolutionary rise
in chilli consumption over the years.
Although scientists are trying to find an
answer for this observation, it is assumed
to be associated with some vague idea of
heroic masochism and acquisition of taste
over time.

Genetics in Flavour?
There remains one other fact that
needs emphasis: the genetics of flavour
perception. Flavour recognition (or
preference) is also passed from the mother
to the infant during foetal development.
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The dietary factors in a mother’s diet are
believed to reach the amniotic sac, where
the baby grows and develops. During
the course of development the foetus
drinks gallons of this amniotic fluid and
becomes accustomed to the dietary habits
of the community. The foetus also forms a
preference towards certain flavours.
In fact, by the age of 32 weeks, the
foetus often moderates its drinking
pattern based on the flavour of the
amniotic fluid. This bias continues even
after birth and in part explains the science
behind the preference for ‘maa ke haath
ka khaana’.
Due to a combination of taste
acquisition over the years and maternal
inheritance the curries which appeared
to be overwhelmingly pungent to the
generation of the 50s and 60s have
ceased to do so. One of the spectacular
examples of this phenomenon is the
United Kingdom, which boasts of more
than 10,000 ‘curry’ restaurants – a number
even higher than what we have here in
Delhi or even Mumbai.
Well, by that logic the popularity of
Indian Cuisine is only set to rise further.
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